English

Legends - Beowulf

Narrative poetry – The Highwayman

Persuasion – based upon persuading people
to visit different areas of Britain

SPAG – adverbs, adverbials, word classes.

Speech punctuation

Geography




Name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom.
Use a wide range of maps, atlases, globes and digital maps
to locate countries and features studied.


R.E. (The Bible)
 To see and handle a wide variety of Bibles.
 To talk to an adult about how and why they use/read the Bible.
 Compare the teaching of the Bible and Christian behaviour

Maths

Place value

X and / by 10, 100, 1000

Recognising a value of a number
including decimals with up to 2dp

Formal written methods for addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division

Fractions, decimals and percentages.

A Kingdom United
Hook: Walk down the prom
Experience: Making Sutton Hoo masks
Celebration: Picnic!

Music

Guitars with Mr French from
Lancashire Music Service.
To further develop a sense of rhythm
and repeating patterns by using call
and response and clapping.
To learn and understand musical
terminology including pulse, rhythm,
beat etc

Computing (Spreadsheets)
 Construct, refine and interpret bar charts, scatter graphs, line graphs and
pie charts.
 Present data to a specified audience and display findings in other software,
e.g. through presentation software.
 Recognise the need for accuracy when designing, entering and interrogating
data and how this will affect the quality of information gained.
Understand that there are different types of data, e.g., numeric,
alphabetic, date, alphanumeric, currency.
Science

Properties of materials

Compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of their
properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency and response
to magnets

Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, for the
particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic

PE (Swimming & hockey)
 Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres
 Use a range of strokes effectively for
example, front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke
 Use a range of passes to transfer the ball
to a partner
 Use invasion tactics in small games to
outwit opponents
 Dribble with increasing speed and
accuracy

Art
 Produce creative work, exploring their
ideas and recording their experiences
 Create a Sutton Hoo burial mask using
paper mache

History
 Analyse connections, trends and
contrasts over the Anglo-Saxon period.
 Investigate Sutton Hoo burial site
 Know why and where the Anglo Saxons
came from
 Know about village life and art
 Where did the Vikings come from?
 Why did they invade Britain and where
did they land?

